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1.0 Executive Summary 

1.1  Introduction 

VTX, as a subconsultant to Huitt-Zollars, was tasked with performing a condition 
assessment of twenty-two (22) elevators and thirty-six (36) escalators located at the 
Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel stations.  VTX assigned two (2) subject matter experts 
the task of performing the assessments.  The condition assessments were conducted 
over a five (5) week period.  This report presents a review of current conditions, 
evaluates the operating performance, and provides our short term and long-term 
recommendations for each elevator and escalator that considers constructability, 
schedule, reliability and maintainability for each of the twenty-two (22) elevators and 
thirty-six (36) escalators.   

1.2 Project Scope 

The project scope includes the following: 

a. An existing condition assessment to establish current condition. 
1. Maintenance Rating, Including Deficiencies.  
2. Equipment Rating. 
3. Running Condition utilizing performance measurements compared to industry 

benchmarks. 
4. Code Compliance Review. 
5. Capital Expenditure Plan including useful remaining life, and replacement 

timeline. 
b. Maintenance Rating, Equipment Rating, Recommendation Rating Evaluations of the 

elevator/escalator including inspection for cleanliness, adjustment, need of repair, and 
overall operation.  

1.3 Condition Assessment Results Overview 

 1.3.1  General Observations 

Elevators 

The existing elevators were manufactured by Montgomery Elevator, who later 
was acquired by KONE Inc.  The elevators are generally in fair/good condition. 
During the assessment we identified numerous repairs including jack assembly 
packings, pits with oil, poor door operation performances, and equipment 
performances. The repairs are documented in Part III of the Elevator Condition 
Assessment Checklist Appendix Binders.  A major repair project is currently being 
conducted by KONE Inc. which began in 2015.  The project includes new power 
units, signal fixtures, car/hoistway door equipment, and wiring. The pc boards 
(card file) were replaced with the latest versions in the controller as part of the 
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repair. It is important to note that the controllers are the original elevator 
controllers which were installed between 1985 and 1987. While a reliable and a 
proven product, the elevators are between thirty-two (32) and thirty-four (34) 
years old which should be a concern for future acquisition of material and 
serviceability. Currently, the card file rack which houses the pc boards in the 
Montgomery Mi-Prom controller  is no longer available for purchase.  The MAC 
harmonic door operators may become in short supply.  In 2007 KONE Inc. 
stopped manufacturing MAC door equipment and sold manufacturing rights to 
Columbia Elevator which has created a cumbersome order process for MAC 
equipment.  It is important to recognize the difference between a repair and a 
modernization of an elevator system.  A repair does not require the owner to 
bring the elevator equipment and /or the ancillary building systems to current 
code.  A modernization is when you change the elevator controller with new. 
Since the controllers were not replaced during the recent major repairs the AHJ 
(Authority Having Jurisdiction) cannot require that the machine rooms, hoistway, 
electrical system and fire systems to meet the most current codes. When the 
controllers are replaced the current adopted codes of the jurisdiction will apply.  
The cost difference between a repair vs a modernization can be substantial due 
to compliance with current codes. Two (2) elevators have not been repaired as 
part of the project, elevator 506 in the University Station and elevator 705 in the 
Pioneer Station.   

Escalators 

All existing HR type escalators were manufactured by Montgomery Elevator 
except for escalator 709 at the Pioneer Station which was replaced with a KONE 
ECCO 3000 escalator in 2005. Overall, the escalators are in poor condition and 
have exceeded their service life expectancy. The average life for this type of 
product in a transit environment is twenty-five (25) years.  Currently, all the 
escalators within the tunnel stations are between thirty-two (32) and thirty-four 
(34) years old except for escalator 709 which is fourteen (14) years old. We 
recommend all the escalators be replaced except escalator 709. VTX discovered 
while performing the Condition Assessment that most of the escalators require 
major repairs. Step chains, gearboxes, handrails, handrail drive chains and 
handrail guides require replacement or repair for the escalators to provide 
reliable service. Overall the lubrication of the equipment is acceptable, and we 
found that general maintenance is being performed however, major repairs are 
being neglected and not performed. It is important to recognize while 
developing a Capital Expenditure Plan for the escalators, some repairs will be 
more involved than others and cost will not be the same for each piece of 
equipment. Some of the escalators require rebuilt/new gearboxes, step chains, 
handrail guides etc. while other escalator require a step chain replacement or 
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handrails for example. The plan that was developed for the repairs is an average 
shared cost across the entire portfolio of the escalators located within the four 
(4) stations. The short-term budget is of a magnitude of that shared cost.  One of 
the major issues that was discovered on the escalators involved the permanent 
magnet brake control board. The Montgomery\Kone brake systems utilize a 
permanent magnet brake with a proprietary brake control board. The brake 
control board is designed to provide a constant deceleration rate during 
stopping regardless of passenger load present on the escalator during the 
stopping cycle. A characteristic signature was discovered by an abrupt 
deceleration on the escalators. This isolated characteristic signature is in the 
stopping profile of the escalator system tied to a brake control board failure 
which can cause the reversal and free running condition in the down direction. 
VTX’s SME identified eighteen (18) escalators that required new brake control 
boards and collaborated with KONE’s field staff to resolve this issue. KONE field 
technicians installed new brake control boards on the identified escalators which 
in turn resolved the issue. VTX confirmed that the stopping profiles are correct 
after new performance test were performed. The results of these tests can be 
found in the Station Appendixes of this report.  

1.3.2  International District Station 

VTX observed that International District Station has potentially the least 
ridership of the four stations that were evaluated. International 
District/Chinatown station consists of two side platforms situated under street 
level in an open-air structure and adjoining public plaza. It is served with four (4) 
escalators and four (4) elevators. Because of water that accesses two (2) of the 
escalators and the elevator pit of elevator 501 when it rains, it is recommended 
that drainage be evaluated for a long-term solution to prevent water from 
accessing the equipment area. For additional detailed information about the 
escalators and elevators please refer to Section 2.1.1 of this report.  

1.3.3 Pioneer Square Station 

The station consists of two (2) side platforms situated under street level, with 
two (2) mezzanines connecting to the surface. There are eight (8) escalators and 
six (6) elevators that serve this station. Pioneer Station has a high homeless 
population near and around the station which has attributed to higher misuse 
and abuse to the vertical equipment.  For additional detailed information about 
the escalators and elevators please refer to Section 2.1.2 of this report.  

1.3.4 University Street Station 

University Street Station is very similar in equipment arrangement as Pioneer 
Square Station.  During our assessment, VTX observed that the ridership is 
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increasingly more than that of the Pioneer and International District Stations. The 
station consists of two side platforms situated under street level, with two 
mezzanines connecting to the surface. The general condition of the escalator 
equipment is poor.  The equipment has a high level of wear. For additional 
detailed information about the escalators and elevators please refer to Section 
2.1.3 of this report. 

1.3.5 Westlake Station 

Westlake station consists of two underground side platforms, connected to the 
surface by entrances and a mezzanine level served by nearby department stores. 
There a total of sixteen (16) escalator and seven (7) elevators that service this 
station. Westlake Station is the busiest of all the four (4) Tunnel Stations and 
experiences a high pedestrian traffic throughout the day.  This high traffic load 
puts demand on both the escalators and elevators located within the station.  
Some parts of the area around the station have a homeless population that puts 
additional stress on the equipment. Elevator 305 has been removed from service 
due to heavy misuse and abuse.  For additional detailed information about the 
escalators and elevators please refer to Section 2.1.4 of this report. 

1.4 Short-Term Recommendations 

For all equipment surveyed, it is recommended that repairs be made as identified in this 
Condition Assessment Report and included in the Appendices for each station to improve 
availability of the elevator and escalators. 

1.5 Capital Improvement/Replacement Plan & Timeline 

Based on constructability, life cycle cost, schedule, station/passenger impact, reliability 
and maintainability, the optimal renewal recommendation for the escalators is to replace 
all escalators including the truss where the manufacturer can provide a full replacement 
that utilizes a new escalator that is APTA heavy duty transit compliant, with APTA 
recommended upper and lower transition radii, and a minimum of 2 flat steps at the top 
and bottom landings.  Where constraints at the stations prevent a full replacement of the 
escalator, a Truss-Up Modernization is the next available option.   

The use of a Truss-Up Modernization approach for the escalator renewal option will 
decrease the number of potential bidders to three (KONE, SCHINDLER and 
THYSSENKRUPP) since Otis does not manufacture a Truss-Up Modernization product. 

1.5.1 Standardization around common safety devices, operating controls, and 
controllers (Non-Proprietary PLC based) with common programming should be 
considered when developing the scope of the full replacements and truss-up 
modernizations. Standardization based on electronic/control components will 
improve maintainability as well as reliability.  In order to achieve this level of 
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standardization, VTX recommends that all thirty-five (35) escalators and two (2) 
elevators be the product of a single manufacturer. 

 

1.6  Assessment Score Summary 

International District Station 

Elevator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ELEV 901 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 902 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 903 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 904 3 3 SL/OB 3 

 

Escalator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ESC 901 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 902 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 903 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 904 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 

 

Pioneer Square Station 

Elevator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ELEV 701 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 702 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 703 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 704 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 705 5 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 5 
ELEV 706 3 3 SL/OB 3 

 

Escalator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ESC 701 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 702 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 703 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 704 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 705 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 706 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 707 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 709 4 4 SL/FN 5 
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University Street Station 

Elevator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ELEV 501 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 502 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 503 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 504 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 506 5 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 5 

 

Escalator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ESC 501 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 502 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 503 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 504 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 505 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 506 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 511 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 512 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 

Westlake Station 

Elevator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ELEV 301 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 302 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 303 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 304 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 305 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 306 3 3 SL/OB 3 
ELEV 307 3 3 SL/OB 3 

 

Escalator Maintenance 
Rating 

Equipment Rating Recommendation 
Type 

Recommendation 
Urgency Rating 

ESC 301 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 302 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 303 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 304 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 305 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 306 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 307 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 308 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 309 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 310 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 311 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 312 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
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ESC 313 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 314 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 315 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 
ESC 316 4 5 SL/FN/CS/OB 4 

 

Rating Key 
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2.0 Condition Assessment Results 

2.0.1  Background 

A Condition Assessment was conducted in May and June of 2019, to physically 
evaluate the current condition of the twenty-two (22) elevators and thirty-six (36) 
escalators located at the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel stations. The Condition 
Assessment included physical inspections of each escalator and elevator 
documented by a multipoint inspection checklist, coupled with performance 
testing of each of the escalators and elevators.   

The physical inspections assessed equipment condition, as well as evaluate level 
of maintenance and remaining useful life. 

Qualitative escalator performance data was collected to record the starting, 
running and stopping performance characteristics for each escalator as part of the 
assessment process. Characteristics of the speed profiles for the escalators 
provide direct information on the internal conditions of the escalator mechanical 
systems, which may not have been apparent from a visual inspection. 

The majority of the escalators were found to be in compliance with the code under 
which they were installed with the exception of escalators that did not comply as 
a result of braking performance.   

Performance data related to the elevators was collected and is included in this 
report.  

The following sections provide a more detailed narrative related to the physical 
inspections and performance testing of the elevators and escalators at each station.  

2.1 Physical Inspection Assessment Results by Station / Unit  

(See Appendices A, B, C & D for detailed documentation including photos) 

2.1.1 International District Station 

VTX observed that International District Station has potentially the least 
ridership of the four stations that were evaluated. International 
District/Chinatown station consists of two side platforms situated under street 
level in an open-air structure and adjoining public plaza. It is served with four (4) 
escalators and four (4) elevators. Because of water that accesses two (2) of the 
escalators and the elevator pit of elevator 501 when it rains, it is recommended 
that drainage be evaluated for a long-term solution to prevent water from 
accessing the equipment area.  
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             2.1.1.1 Elevators 901, 902, 903, 904 

The elevators in the International Station were the first to have a major   
repair completed in all the tunnel stations. The elevator equipment is in 
overall good condition. Elevator 901 has damaged glass in the cab interior. 
Elevator 902 has severely damaged traveling cables and require immediate 
replacement.  Elevator 903 has damaged to the cab interior and hoistway 
access switches are not operational.  Elevator 904 has heavy pigeon 
dropping in the hoistway and at the time of the assessment was running 
low on hydraulic oil. All the pits are not equipped with sump pumps and 
water accesses the pits when it rains.  The Maintenance Control Program 
requires improvement due to deferred repairs of the equipment. Detail 
should be given to the overall maintenance and equipment adjustments 
and properly documented in the MCP. Firefighters Emergency testing was 
not simulated by the service provider during the assessment.   

 2.1.1.2 Escalators 901, 902, 903, 904 

The escalators at the International Station requires repairs, gears are 
showing wear, gearboxes leaking, step chains require replacement, steps 
are not tracking correctly, handrail guides are worn, handrail drive chains 
require adjustment, fault indicators are not operating, and all the 
escalators requires a clean down.  Over time, reliability of these HR 
escalators, as well as downtime, will be affected if repairs are not made 
and a proper Maintenance Control Program executed.  On escalators 901 
and 904 water accesses the equipment when it rains. Evidence of rust and 
corrosion are present. These escalators due to access and locations should 
be a rip out/replace.  

2.1.2 Pioneer Square Station 

The station consists of two (2) side platforms situated under street level, 
with two (2) mezzanines connecting to the surface. There are eight (8) 
escalators and six (6) elevators that serve this station. Pioneer Station has 
a high homeless population near and around the station which has 
attributed to higher misuse and abuse to the vertical equipment.   

2.1.2.1 Elevators 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706 

All the elevators have been upgraded because of the major repair project 
except for elevator 705.  Elevator 706 was currently being upgraded at 
the time of our assessment and could not be reviewed. Elevator 701 
requires a packing replacement and has an abundant of hydraulic oil in 
the pit.  The elevators that have been upgraded are generally in good 
condition. Elevators 702, and 703 are in good condition and maintenance 
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is being performed. Elevator 704 is in very good condition.  Elevator 705 
is in very poor condition. The power unit has heavy leaks as well as the 
muffler for the power unit. The muffler should be repaired or replaced 
immediately due to heavy leakage.  The cab is in very poor condition. The 
car and hoistway sill are damaged. The jack assembly packing is leaking 
and requires replacement. The pit is full of oil with hazard material.  The 
emergency telephone and lights are not operating. Elevator 705 requires 
service and major repairs.  The service provider was unable to simulate 
Firefighters Emergency Operation Service at the time of the assessment.  
Improper Maintenance Control Program was evident due to repairs not 
being completed. 

2.1.2.2 Escalators 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 709 

Overall, the condition of the escalator equipment is very poor. Major 
repairs on the equipment have not occurred and are required. Gearbox 
repairs, step chains, handrails, handrail drive chains, bearings, comb 
plates, require replacement and/or repair. Clean downs are required on all 
escalators as well as original fault indicators are not operating. Escalator 
703 has a trip hazard at the upper end due to an elevation difference 
between the escalator walk-on plate and floor transition. There are 
multiple step chains that require replacement at the Pioneer Station, the 
worse unit with a stretched step chain is escalator 705. The steps are 
pulling 5/8” at the lower comb plate.  Improper Maintenance Control 
Program was evident due to the repairs not being completed.  

2.1.3 University Street Station 

University Street Station is very similar in equipment arrangement as Pioneer 
Square Station.  During our assessment, VTX observed that the ridership is 
increasingly more than that of the Pioneer and International District Stations. The 
station consists of two side platforms situated under street level, with two 
mezzanines connecting to the surface. The general condition of the escalator 
equipment is poor.  The equipment has a high level of wear. 

 2.1.3.1 Elevator 501, 502, 503, 504, 506 

All the elevators at the University Station except elevator 506 has been 
upgraded with a major repair. Overall the equipment except for elevator 
506 is in good condition. However, maintenance requires improvement for 
elevators 501, 503, and 504. Safety test dates were overdue, door 
equipment requires servicing, pits are dirty and require cleaning, pit 
lighting not operational, and oil in pits due to packings requiring 
replacement are evident. The service provider was unable to test the 
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Firefighters Emergency Operation Service during the time of the 
assessment.  The overall condition of the equipment should be in better 
service condition for its age. Elevator 502 is in good condition and service 
is up to date. Elevator 506 requires a major modernization. It is the original 
equipment installed when the station opened. The power unit, valves, and 
piping are leaking. Door equipment is worn and well past its life 
expectancy. Signal fixtures are worn, dated, and aesthetically poor. The 
piston packing is not leaking however, the pit bucket was full which is an 
indication the packing should be monitored for replacement. An improper 
Maintenance Control Program was evident due to the repairs not being 
completed. 

 2.1.3.2 Escalators 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 511, 512 

There are several escalators at the University Station that require major 
repairs. Escalator 505 was removed from service due to the unsafe 
condition of violently vibrating. The gearbox requires replacement due to 
bad ring and gear. The motor bearing is making noise and the motor is 
running hot. Escalator 511 gearbox oil temperature is abnormal and 
requires repair. Step chains are required on escalator 502, 503 and 505. 
Multiple units have gearbox leaks and require proper seals.  Escalator 506 
has worn handrail guides that require replacement.  The right handrail is 
cut and requires replacement.  Proper Maintenance Control Program is 
required due to repairs not being completed.  Escalator 501 was out of 
service at the time of the assessment and could not be reviewed.   

2.1.4 Westlake Station 

Westlake station consists of two underground side platforms, connected to the 
surface by entrances and a mezzanine level served by nearby department stores. 
There a total of sixteen (16) escalator and seven (7) elevators that service this 
station. Westlake Station is the busiest of all the four (4) Tunnel Stations and 
experiences a high pedestrian traffic throughout the day.  This high traffic load 
puts demand on both the escalators and elevators located within the station.  
Some parts of the area around the station have a homeless population that puts 
additional stress on the equipment. Elevator 305 has been removed from service 
due to heavy misuse and abuse.  

2.1.4.1 Elevators 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307 

Elevators 301 and 303 are out of service due to the major repair project 
currently being conducted by Kone Inc. We anticipated that both 
elevators will be returned to service between July and August of 2019. 
After recent major repairs to Elevator 305, that included new power unit, 
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new controller boards, and new jack packing.  Elevator 305 was out of 
service due to heavy vandalism and misuse.  The hoistway/car doors are 
damaged and could not be manually opened.  Spray painted graffiti is on 
the hoistway door finishes and they have been damaged by blunt objects.  
Increased security in the area may help prevent future vandalism. A 
request should be made of the service provider to provide a proposal to 
have this elevator returned to service.  Maintenance on the elevators that 
are operating is evident in the Westlake Station. Service of equipment is 
being performed however, Elevator 302 and 306 requires the piston 
packings replaced. Both pits are saturated with oil and debris and requires 
repair. Other service items throughout the station is missing screws in car 
operating panels, broken vision panels, and inconsistent door 
performances. Elevator 307 top terminal landing opens to the street. This 
elevator receives misuse from the riding public. Walls/Panels heavy 
scratched in the cab area, emergency telephone not operational, car sill 
damaged, cab flooring damage, and the pit is full of debris including used 
syringes.  The service provider was unable to simulate Firefighters 
Emergency Operations Service during the assessment.  The Maintenance 
Control Program was not completed properly due to repairs required on 
the equipment. 

 2.1.4.2 Escalators 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311,   
  312, 313, 314, 315, 316                                      

The escalators in the Westlake Station follow the same repair pattern of 
the other three (3) Tunnel Stations. There is a lack of repairs that is 
required for the escalators to maintain a level reliability for a transit station 
with high pedestrian traffic. Step chains, handrail drive chains, gearboxes, 
worms, rings, handrails, and handrail guides are some of the major repairs 
needed in the Westlake Station.  Escalator 310 has major issues with water 
entering the unit.  The water has affected all handrail inlets, stop switches, 
inspection switches, and demarcation lights. The lower missing step switch 
was also affected by water intrusion.  Escalator 302 steps crashed during 
the period VTX was performing the Condition Assessment. Though VTX did 
not witness the crash it can be attributed to multiple factors such as comb 
plates, step chains, track wear, and step/track alignment.  These type of 
step crashes can be a severe risk to the equipment and the riding public. 
With the current conditions of the escalator equipment in the tunnel 
stations there is a high probability that this type incident will occur again. 
You can find in the Condition Assessment Photographs a photo of the 
damage to escalator 302. Escalators 306, and 309 was out of service during 
the assessment period. Other escalators have common deficiencies and 
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repair requirements throughout the station. Novatex boards that are used 
for step chain tensioning relief require adjustment, comb plate segments 
are missing teeth, step chains are rusted and rouging, demarcation lights 
requiring repair, and screws being used to repair skirt panels. The 
Maintenance Control Program is incomplete due to repairs required on the 
equipment. 

 

2.2 ESCALATOR PERFORMANCE TESTING RESULTS by Station / Unit 

VTX escalator specialists utilized the Parametricoder® time and displacement encoding system, 
designed and developed by our in-house escalator engineer, to evaluate step and handrail drive 
component performance and to assess the safe operation of the escalator for passengers.  
Speed variations during the entire operating cycle along with critical stopping characteristics 
are reviewed to develop corrective actions and provide recommendations related to the 
condition of internal components not readily apparent by visual inspection.  Critical 
measurements measured with the Parametricoder system provide equipment specialists with 
critical data to assess motion characteristics for machinery. Vertical transportation specialists 
utilize the system to test performance characteristics of escalators and moving walks. Data 
collected from the moving steps and handrails identify numerous system characteristics related 
to the safe operation of the equipment and possible degradation of components through wear. 

The testing enhanced our investigation of the Sound Transit escalators and the results of the 
testing is contained in the following tables.  Please refer to the Appendices for each station 
where the graphical testing results can be found.  (Red text identifies items that should be 
addressed by KONE). 

International District Station 

International Station Escalator 901 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Brake system adjustment required to comply with Code. 
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

International Station Escalator 902 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Brake system adjustment required to comply with Code. 
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 
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International Station Escalator 903 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Brake system adjustment required to comply with Code. 
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

International Station Escalator 904 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Braking profile indicates possible loss of brake torque and potential excessive slide during braking 
under full passenger loads.  
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• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  

 

Pioneer Square Station 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 701 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 702 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
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• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Brake system adjustment required to comply with Code. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 703 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 704 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 705 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 
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Pioneer Square Station Escalator 706 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 
systems.  

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 707 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

• High system impacts occurring during brake cycle – continued stopping with conditions may promote 
system component failures. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 708 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• ESCALTOR OUT OF SERVICE – INOPERABLE FOR TESTING 

 

Pioneer Square Station Escalator 709 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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 High RHR Speed Oscillations  Brake Control Board Issue  

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.   

 

University Street Station 

University Station Escalator 501 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• ESCALTOR OUT OF SERVICE – INOPERABLE FOR TESTING 

 

University Station Escalator 502 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems. While both HR’s exhibit issues, RHR is more pronounced.  
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

University Station Escalator 503 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems. While both HR’s exhibit issues, LHR is more pronounced particularly at start.  
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 
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University Station Escalator 504 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Extremely passive starting ramp with high acceleration at send of ramp. Soft-start module (added at 
some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems. While both HR’s exhibit issues, LHR is more pronounced particularly at start.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

University Station Escalator 505 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems. While both HR’s exhibit issues, LHR is more pronounced particularly at start. HR System 
indicates significant damage to drive sprockets and systems resulting in destructive vibrations to both 
escalator system and adjacent building finishes. HR Data indicates chains may be worn to the point of 
elongation that they are skipping sprocket teeth. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 
 

• SYSTEM VIBRATIONS, STEP AND HANDRAIL SPEED DEVIATIONS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO HAVE 
DAMAGED ADJACENT FLOOR FINISHES AND CREATE AN UNSAFE RIDING CONDITION FOR 
PASSENGERS. ESCALATOR WAS REMOVED FROM SERVICE FOR IMMEDIATE REPAIRS.  

 

University Station Escalator 506 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

University Station Escalator 511 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
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 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 

systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

University Station Escalator 512 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• HR Speed oscillations and starting lag indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide 
systems.  

• Braking profile indicates possible loss of brake torque and potential excessive slide during braking 
under full passenger loads.  
 

• NOTE: RHR Speed Sensor Pickup connection error. Data missing for RHR.  
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Westlake Station 

Westlake Station Escalator 301 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Brake system adjustment required to comply with Code. 
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 302 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 303 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 

ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 304 Sound Transit DTT 
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Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• ESCALTOR OUT OF SERVICE – INOPERABLE FOR TESTING 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 305 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• General operating characteristics OK with the exception of the brake cycle. Heavy oscillations and 
system impacts during brake cycle.  

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

• Heavy oscillations and impacts remain after brake board change. May be an issue with the brake 
causing the unusual characteristics. The high oscillations are indicators of impact loading occurring 
through the escalator systems and reflected at the step bands and handrails. Continued operation with 
them present is likely to lead to component damage and failures.  

 

Westlake Station Escalator 306 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
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 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• ESCALTOR OUT OF SERVICE – INOPERABLE FOR TESTING 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 307 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 308 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  
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Westlake Station Escalator 309 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Heavy step band recoil indicates potential wear in SB chains\sprockets. 
• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems.  

 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 310 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 
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Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 311 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems. 
Significant lag on RHR indicates worn chains and\or sprockets. 

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 312 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
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 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 313 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 314 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
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 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 
resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 315 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting 
 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit 
 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Drive Gearing 
 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 

• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 
left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• HR Speed oscillations indicate potential high wear in HR chains\sprockets and\or guide systems. 
• Escalator exhibited tell-tale braking profiles associated with failed brake control boards known to have 

resulted in escalator reversal drift on up running units and potential run-away conditions on down 
running units. (NOTE: Board replaced in an effort to address) 

 

Westlake Station Escalator 316 Sound Transit DTT 
Montgomery HR (Kone) 
Starting Performance Brake Performance Possible Component Wear 
 Aggressive Starting  Exceeds 3ft/s² Limit  Drive Gearing 
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 Possible Control Failure 
 Step Band Motion Lag 
 LHR Motion Lag 
 RHR Motion Lag 
 High SB Speed Oscillations 
 High LHR Speed Oscillations 
 High RHR Speed Oscillations 

 Exceeds Peak Limit > .125s 
 Exceeds NL Slide Rule of Thumb 
 Noticeable Brake Set Lag 
 Heavy Stepband Recoil 
 Heavy LHR Recoil 
 Heavy RHR Recoil 
 Brake Control Board Issue 

 Step Tracks\Rollers 
 SB Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Chain\Sprockets 
 RHR Chain\Sprockets 
 LHR Guide Systems 
 RHR Guide Systems 

 

Unit Notes and Comments: 
• Aggressive starting ramp. Presence and magnitude speed oscillations at end of start cycle for stepband, 

left and right handrails indicated potential wear in chains, sprockets and\or gearing systems. Soft-start 
module (added at some point as an alteration to A17.1-2005 Code) is either defective or not properly 
configured. 

• Hard spikes at escalator step joints indicate step treads at landing are out of level. This can be a result 
of step deformations, track deformations or track alignment issues. Recommending checking 
conditions to assess the influencing factor(s) and making corrective actions.  

• Current configuration violates Code in terms of deceleration rate and peak decelerations exceeding 3 
ft/s² for more than 0.125s. Note that full stopping cycle violates Code limit. Brake system adjustment 
required to comply with Code. 
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3.0 ALTERNATIVE RENEWAL SOLUTIONS FOR ESCALATORS 

Thirty-six (36) escalator systems were assessed to determine current conditions and 
operating environment, and three (3) alternatives should be considered for the long-term 
capital replacement plan based on constraints related to impact on infrastructure.  With 
all alternative renewal solutions, VTX recommends the use of non-proprietary PLC based 
controllers and that the basis of design be the American Public Transit Association (APTA) 
Heavy Duty Transit Guidelines for Escalators modified to the specific needs of Sound 
Transit. 

3.1 Alternative 1: Truss-Up Modernization 

This Alternative is an attractive option to provide new escalators within the existing 
truss structures. This Alternative generally has a lower impact on station operations due 
to simpler rigging and handling requirements. It effectively provides a new escalator and 
eliminates the potential requirement for structural and architectural modifications. One 
of the primary detractors is that this solution is only currently available from three 
suppliers (KONE, ThyssenKrupp Elevator Co., and Schindler Elevator Co.) thereby 
eliminating other potential bidders.  

3.1.1 Escalator System Modifications 

A Truss-Up Modernization (KONE ECOMOD, ThyssenKrupp ES-Power, and 
Schindler In-Truss) permits installation of a new escalator within the truss 
structure of an existing escalator. All escalator elements for the existing escalator 
would be removed down to the main truss structure. Bracketing for guides and 
machinery mounts are removed and new hard points are installed in the truss. 
Complete drive station and return station assemblies are factory assembled and 
aligned in a modular approach for installation in the field. Intermediate track 
systems along the incline are then installed and aligned with the drive and return 
stations. Effectively, the running gear, drives and balustrades are installed using 
the existing truss structure as the backbone. 

One of the key elements in this approach is that the escalator replacement can be 
performed without impacting the existing architectural finishes on flooring and 
surrounding the truss structure. While significant effort is required to remove 
existing escalator components, the efforts to remove existing and install new 
trusses, and the associated rigging and handling, are eliminated with this 
approach.  

Technologies utilized with this approach are based on the same components from 
the manufacturer’s current escalator system designs. This application would 
require the utilization of the more robust systems applicable for transit type 
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systems such as Sound Transit. Many of the key features from the APTA guidelines 
are available. 

Light hoisting elements are required to manage removal of heavier components 
from the escalators and installation of the critical return and drive station 
assemblies for the truss-up product. Frames and spreader beams are anticipated 
at the upper end to manage this.  

Controllers specified as part of the truss-up modernization would require the use 
of non-proprietary PLC based systems in lieu of the manufacturers standard 
control system. Controllers would feature full VVVF drive systems for intermittent 
use / standby speed operation.  

 3.1.2 Pros for Alternative 

• Effectively new, modern escalators within existing truss structures. 
• Reduced project risks associated with escalator handling. 
• Maintaining existing number of flat steps or an increase to 3 flat steps Top & 

Bottom if feasible. 
 

3.1.3 Cons for Alternative 

 No impact on overall passenger capacity (step width remains unchanged). 
 Limited competitive bidding (three sources currently available) 
 Does not fully utilize available space. 
 Full APTA compliance with larger transition radii (if existing radii is currently 

not APTA compliant). 

3.2 Alternative 2: Full Replacement – Maintaining Existing Wellway Dimensions  

Replacing the escalators in kind (same sizes) with transit grade escalators would 
intuitively be perceived as the most direct and cost-effective method for replacement 
with no changes required structurally or architecturally.  

3.2.1 Escalator System Modifications 

Full replacement with complete escalators, while retaining the existing step width 
and wellway dimensions.  Existing escalators would be dismantled and removed, 
and the existing openings reused for the new escalators. For Platform Escalators, 
work trains to remove the larger internal components of the existing escalators 
and the truss structures would be required. New equipment would also be 
brought into the station via work trains for the platform escalators.  Removal of 
the existing escalators at Street would be straightforward with the use of flatbed 
trucks, which would take away the escalator in sections as it is dismantled, and 
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gantry systems installed above the escalators for lifting of the sections out of the 
wellways.  New equipment would be delivered and installed in the same fashion.   

Hoisting and rigging options for the removal of the existing escalators and 
installation of new escalators would need to be evaluated for each station and 
escalator location by a structural engineer to determine the loading that each area 
can sustain.  For both the Platform and Street Escalators, typically, a trolley-based 
gantry system is used for managing the upper end sections and hoisting and 
handling issues at the lower end of the escalators would be managed by chain fall 
systems and A-frames.  

Sequencing of the replacement process would be detailed in the contract 
documents to help minimize the impact on the station operations and permit 
continued use of the station while the escalators are replaced. All delivery, 
removal and hoisting operations would be required to be performed during off 
hours to ensure safety for the public and minimize impact on the station 
operations. 

The design approach would hold the working points of the existing escalators and 
require that the same working points be maintained for the new escalators.  Due 
to headroom clearance on several existing escalators at the lower ends, the 
relocation of the step nose line will not be possible. 

Controllers specified as part of the replacement program would require the use of 
non-proprietary PLC based systems in lieu of the OEM standard system. 
Controllers would feature full VVVF drive systems for intermittent use / standby 
speed operation. 

3.2.2 Pros for Alternative  

• All new, modern escalators. 
• All major escalator manufacturers can provide competitive bids. 

3.2.3 Cons for Alternative 

• Increased project risk due to equipment handling issues (delays, accident, and 
costs). 

• Reduced number of flat steps compared to existing.  APTA transition radii 
would be provided. 
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3.3 Alternative 3: Full Replacement – Modification to Existing Wellway Dimensions 
(Architectural / Structural Modifications Will Be Required) 

Replacing the escalators and installing new escalators, providing 3 flat steps Top & 
Bottom that will require changes both structurally and architecturally and may be 
perceived as the costliest method for replacement.   

3.3.1 Escalator System Modifications 

Full replacement with complete escalators, while retaining the number of flat 
steps, respectively will require modifications to the existing escalator wellways.  
Existing escalators would be dismantled and removed, and the existing openings 
would be modified to accommodate the longer new escalators. For Platform 
Escalators, work trains to remove the larger internal components of the existing 
escalators and the truss structures would be required. New equipment would also 
be brought into the station via work trains for the platform escalators.  Removal 
of the existing escalators at Street would be straightforward with the use of 
flatbed trucks, which would take away the escalator in sections as it is dismantled, 
and gantry systems installed above the escalators for lifting of the sections out of 
the wellways.  New equipment would be delivered and installed in the same 
fashion.   

Hoisting and rigging options for the removal of the existing escalators and 
installation of new escalators would need to be evaluated for each station and 
escalator location by a structural engineer to determine the loading that each area 
can sustain.  For both the Platform and Street Escalators, typically, a trolley-based 
gantry system is used for managing the upper end sections and hoisting and 
handling issues at the lower end of the escalators would be managed by chain fall 
systems and A-frames.  

Sequencing of the replacement process would be detailed in the contract 
documents to help minimize the impact on the station operations and permit 
continued use of the station while the escalators are replaced. All delivery, 
removal and hoisting operations would be required to be performed during off 
hours to ensure safety for the public and minimize impact on the station 
operations. 

Installation of replacement escalators with matching step widths, maintaining the 
number of flat steps top and bottom would require modifications to the structure 
to accommodate the longer upper and lower head dimensions.  

The design approach would hold the upper support location, which are typically 
key structural beams, to avoid modifications to these beams and allow the growth 
of the escalator to occur towards the bottom end. Head room clearances may not 
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allow this at several platform locations and at several locations, neither the upper 
or lower support location can be changed.  Refer to Appendices A thru D for 
specific limitation for each escalator.  For street escalators, it is our 
recommendation that that upper support location be modified should this 
alternative renewal option be selected.  The lower, upper or both escalator pits 
would require reconstruction to relocate the end supports dependent on which 
structural support can be modified. 

Replacement of the existing escalators with escalators of the same step width 
yields no improvements on passenger handling capacities.  

Controllers specified as part of the replacement program would require the use of 
non-proprietary PLC based systems in lieu of the OEM standard system. 
Controllers would feature full VVVF drive systems for intermittent use / standby 
speed operation. 

3.3.2 Pros for Alternative  

• All new, modern transit rated escalators.  Consideration for full compliance 
with APTA Heavy Duty Transit Design Guidelines in order to standardize 
around one manufacturer of Non-Proprietary PLC based controller. 

• Multiple competitive bids probable for price competition. 

3.3.3 Cons for Alternative 

• No impact on overall passenger capacity. 
• Increased project risk due to equipment handling issues (delays, accident, and 

costs). 
• Increased design duration due to infrastructure modifications. 
• Increased construction duration due to infrastructure modifications. 

 

* Both of the full replacement approaches described above will provide the most robust 
solution and provide equipment that is suitable for the environment in which it will be installed 
as well as designed to withstand the high crush and impact loading from the passengers.  Larger 
Transition Radii escalators will provide a longer service life to components such as the step 
chains and tracks due to reduced pin pressures exerted on the chains.  These benefits can be 
achieved by utilizing the manufacturers’ standard transit rated escalator offering.  Each 
manufacturers’ transit rated escalator, whether it be the KONE E3X, Otis 513MPE, Schindler 
9700 or ThyssenKrupp Elevator Victoria model escalators comply with the APTA guidelines in 
regards to performance, design loads, and overall robustness of the equipment.  A full APTA 
compliance escalator includes the Non-Proprietary PLC based controller which is not included 
as part of the standard offering transit rated escalator. 
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4.0 Capital Expenditure Plan and Replacement Timeline 

4.1  Capital Expenditure Plan 

4.1.1 Short-Term – Elevators 

VTX recommends that the current maintenance provider be directed by King 
County to perform all Corrective Actions identified for each elevator located in 
Part III of the Condition Assessment Checklists located in Appendices A through D 
of this report.  

Please refer to Appendix E for the Short-Term Repair Budgetary Estimate.  This 
estimated budget would not be a cost to Sound Transit as the identified repairs 
are the responsibility of King County’s maintenance provider. These costs are 
only presented to provide Sound Transit a magnitude of the repairs that have 
been deferred to date.  Should Sound Transit require that this work be 
performed by the new maintenance provider starting on January 1, 2020, the 
new provider would consider these repairs as pre-existing and a billable repair.  
Elevators repairs consist of leaking oil line fittings, packings, and damage to the 
elevator doors.    

4.1.2 Short-Term – Escalators 

VTX recommends that the current maintenance provider be directed by King 
County to perform all Corrective Actions identified for each escalator located in 
Part III of the Condition Assessment Checklists located in Appendices A through D 
of this report.  

Please refer to Appendix E for the Short-Term Repair Budgetary Estimate.  This 
estimated budget would not be a cost to Sound Transit as the identified repairs 
are the responsibility of King County’s maintenance provider. These costs are only 
presented to provide Sound Transit a magnitude of the repairs that have been 
deferred to date.  The escalator repair costs are associated with work related to 
leaking gear boxes, step chains, bull gears, handrails, clean downs, and handrail 
drive chains.  Should Sound Transit require that this work be performed by the 
new maintenance provider starting on January 1, 2020, the new provider would 
consider these repairs as pre-existing and a billable repair.  

4.1.3 Long-Term – Elevators 

The controllers are the original elevator controllers which were installed 
between 1985 and 1987. While a reliable and a proven product, the elevators 
are between thirty-two (32) and thirty-four (34) years old which should be a 
concern for future acquisition of material and serviceability. Currently all 
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material is available for purchase except for the card file rack which houses the 
pc boards.  

Please refer to Appendix E for the Long-Term Repair Budgetary Estimate.   

 

4.1.4 Long-Term – Escalators 

All the escalators were manufactured by Montgomery Elevator except for 
escalator 709 at the Pioneer Station which was replaced with a KONE ECCO 3000 
escalator in 2005. Overall, the escalators are in poor condition and have exceeded 
their service life expectancy. The average life for this type of product in a transit 
environment is twenty-five (25) years.  Currently, all the escalators within the 
tunnel stations are between thirty-two (32) and thirty-four (34) years old except 
for escalator 709 which is fourteen (14) years old. We recommend all the 
escalators be replaced except escalator 709. 

4.2 Replacement Timeline – Escalators 

Please refer to Appendix F for the Capital Improvement Timeline assuming the following:  

For a project of this nature VTX recommends a Design-Bid-Build delivery method with a 
detailed design and procurement process having an overall duration of twelve (12) 
months. From Contractor receipt of Notice-To- Proceed, assuming an anticipated 
duration of twelve months (12) for submission of Shop Drawings and Fabrication and 
Delivery of the first escalators is common for Heavy-Duty Transit compliance escalators.  

In order to minimize impact on an individual station, only one escalator should be 
removed from service at a time. Assuming Contractors can provide three (3) escalator 
crews simultaneously and a six (6) month duration per escalator, an overall construction 
schedule of seventy-two (72) months.  This construction schedule has work starting at all 
stations from the start with the exception International District Station. 

This timeline has been presented to show the overall duration of the Capital Improvement 
Plan and the order of phasing of individual escalators should be determined by Sound 
Transit prior to bid procurement based on station ridership and other work being 
performed at the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel as part of State of Good Repair 
Program.  
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GLOSSARY 

Truss-Up Modernization: 

The replacement of all existing escalator components with the exception of the escalator 
truss.  The truss is reused and modified to accept new modular escalator components to 
be “dropped in” to the existing truss.   The drop-in modernization is a product line offered 
by several escalator manufacturers aimed at installing a new escalator into an existing 
infrastructure with minimal impact to surrounding architectural finishes and structural 
elements. 

Full Replacement: 

The removal of an existing escalator in its entirety and installing a new escalator in its 
place.  The new escalator may be of a different size/configuration depending on whether 
or not infrastructure changes can be made to the existing escalator support structure 
(wellway).  A full replacement provides a new escalator that meets all new code 
requirements and is specific designed for a transit application. 

Maintenance Control Program: 

Maintenance control program (MCP): a documented set of maintenance tasks, 
maintenance procedures, examinations, and tests to ensure that equipment is 
maintained.  Shall consist of maintenance, repairs, replacements and tests.  Repair and 
replacement records are to be kept on-site for viewing by elevator personnel. 

Maintenance Budget: 

Budgeted funds for maintaining and repairing the vertical equipment.  

Clean down:  

Cleaning of the interiors of escalators and their components are to be cleaned to 
prevent accumulation of oil, grease, lint, dirt, and refuse throughout the entire 
escalator. The frequency of a clean down will depend on environment and conditions, in 
a transit environment a clean down is required at least once a year. 

High Urgency:  

A time period within a 6-month, where reliability of the equipment will become less and 
the probability of non-scheduled downtime of the equipment will increase.     
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